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1. INTRODUCTION 
Assume F and G are distribution functions on [0, co) having unbounded 
support, and let H = F * G be their convolution. For n E N denote by F”’ 
the n-fold convolution of F. Furthermore, we shall denote distribution tails 
byF=i-F,R=l-F*G,andP=l-F”*forallnEN. 
The moment generating function of F is defined by 
If F has a finite expectation it will be denoted by p(F). 
If F and G are absolutely continuous with densities f and g, then F * G 
is absolutely continuous with density f@ g. For n E N denote by f”@ the 
density of F”‘. The aim of this paper is to prove that none of the following 
classes is closed under convolution. 
DEFINITION 1. A distribution function F belongs to the class Y(y) with 
y20if 
0) lim,, m F’*(x)/F(x) = 2f(y) < cc 
(ii) lim., _ o. F(x - y)/F(x) = eyy Vy E R. 
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The class Y := Y(0) is called the class of subexponential distributions. In 
general, the classes Y(y), y 2 0, are called convolution-equivalent distribu- 
tions. 
The convolution closure problem has first been mentioned by Embrechts 
and Goldie [S] with respect to subexponential distributions. This problem 
has been solved recently by Leslie [ll]. He constructed two subexponen- 
tial distributions such that their convolution product is not subexponential. 
For the classes Y(y) for y >O the problem has still remained open. 
The idea in this paper is to change Leslie’s example such that we can use 
the characterization of P’(y) by means of subexponential densities [9, 
Theorem 2.1.1. 
We recall that F and G are called tail-equivalent if F w  kG for some 
k E (0, co), that is, lim,, co F(x)/G(x) = k. This defines an equivalence 
relation on the set of distribution functions. Note that for convolution- 
equivalent F, both F2* and F belong to the same equivalence class and 
hence F is an idempotent of the convolution factor semigroup. Leslie’s 
example [ 111 and the example in Section 3 below show that these idem- 
potents are not a semigroup. For an algebraic approach to these problems 
see Khippelberg [lo]. 
DEFINITION 2. A distribution function F belongs to the class Z(y) with 
~20 if 
lim F(x - y)/F(x) = eyY VYER. 
x-00 
In the case y = 0 we write J.Y := Y(O). 
It was shown in [S] that for each FE Y(y) there exists a tail-equivalent 
distribution which is absolutely continuous. Since Y(y) is closed with 
respect to tail-equivalence [6, 31, in P’(y) we can always assume F to be 
absolutely continuous. Densities of convolution-equivalent distributions 
have already been considered by Chover, Ney, and Wainger [ 1, 21. 
DEFINITION 3. A functionf: R, + R, such that f(x) > 0 on (A, co) for 
some A E R + belongs to the class B(y) with y > 0 if 
0) lim,,, f@f(xYf(x) = 2 j? Cfly) 4 < 0~) 
(ii) lim, _ co f(x - y)/f(x) = eyy Vy ~5 R. 
The class PZ := P’%(O) is called the class of subexponential densities. 
The classes B(y) are closed with respect to asymptotic equivalence 
where we call two functions f and g asymptotically equivalent if f - kg for 
some kE (0, co) [9]. 
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DEFINITION 4. A function f: R + + [w + such that f(x) > 0 on (A, cc ) for 
some A E R + belongs to the class 5%(y) with y > 0 if 
lim f(x - y)lf(x) = eyv VyeE. 
.x + cc 
2. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM TO A SUBEXPONENTIAL DENSITY PROBLEM 
LEMMA 1 [S, Theorem 2; 4, Theorem 3.41. Supposr F, GE 3?(y) and 
.f(yh i(y) < 00. Then 
F*GEY(~) o F*G - g(y)F+f(y)G. 
Cline’s arguments in [4] are not restricted to tails of distribution 
functions. Thus, following Cline’s proof along the lines it also applies to 
densities. 
SosE=(Y) * fC3 g - fjox eYl’g(y) 4 + g jox e’X‘(y) 4. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose F, GE 9(y) with y > 0 andf(y), g(y) < aj. Define 
h(x) := eY-‘p(x) and k(x) := e;“G(x). 
Then 
F*GeY(y) o hOkE9Y. 
ProoJ: For v > 0 and x > 2v consider the decomposition 
F* G(x)= j; F(x-y) dG(y)+ j’: G(x- y) dF(y) 
0 
s 
x - L‘ + F(x- y) dG(y)+ &x- v)F(u). 
L: 
Since 
lim lim 
“-cc x-m s 
” “it;:’ dG( y) = Jit, ji ey.Y dG( y) = g(y), 
0 
lim lim 
v--r30 .r+cc s 
“G~(~)Y)dF(~)=~imX j’ei-‘dF(y)=f(y), 
0 0 
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G(x - u)F(u) 1 - 
“‘52 !!!! g(y)F(x) +f(y)G(x) y&j “5% ey”F(y) = O, 
together with Lemma 1 we obtain 
F* GE~‘(Y)o lim lim sup 
~:-':~C+YW(Y)=~ 
(2.1) 
u-m x+m i(Y)&) +fl(YF(x) . 
Sincef(y) and g(y) are positive real numbers they can be replaced in the 
denominator of (2.1) by any other positive real numbers without changing 
the value of the limit. Moreover, for F, GE P(y) we can assume that F and 
G both are absolutely continuous and have hazard rates f/F and g/G 
tending to y [8]. Thus for the numerator of (2.1) we have for 0 < E < y 
and u suffkiently large 
(y-E)J-“F(x-y)G(y)dy$JX-“F(x-y)dG(y) 
” ” 
a(Y+E)JuX-” n’cx - YH3Y) dY. 
Hence (2.1) is equivalent to 
lim 
St-” e- Y)@Y) dY 
“+CC li~ds~p F(x) J; eYYG( y) dy + G(x) SF eYyF( y) dy = O’ 
But by the same argument as above this is equivalent to F@ GE 9&!(y). 
Since 
h 0 k(x) = eY”F@ C(x), 
immediately by definition, this is equivalent to h@ kE 5%. 1 
The following characterizations shall be used for the example in 
Section 3. 
LEMMA 3. Supposefe$pd andfcL’(R+). Then 
fE92o lim J x’2f(-w)-f(X)f(y)dy=0 x-m rJ f(x) 
Proof: 
lim xf(x-Y) J x-m 0 s(I)f(y)dy=2~~mm juI/2f%f(y)dy 
= 2 Jom f(y) d. 
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if and only if 
lim 
I 
x’2f(x-J+f(x)f(y)dy=0 , 
i-m 0 f(x) 
LEMMA 4. Suppose f, g E 22 and h g E L’( II2 + ). Then 
,f@gE%!* lim 0 J’2f(X - Y) -f(.x) g( v) dy 1-x 0 f(x) + g(x) . 
r’2 g(x - Y) - g(x) 
+jo f(x)+g(x) f(J++]=o. 
Proof. Lemma 2 ensures that f @ g E 9X if and only if for x + w 
j;2f(x-y)g(y)&+ j;‘2 Ax-ev)f(y)dv 
-f(x) jox g(y) dy + g(x) jc: f(y) 4. 
This proves the assertion. 1 
3. THE EXAMPLE 
Define for n E N O, 
1 
g(x) = (n!)” 
I- 
x<l 
n!<x<(n+l)!-c,,b, 
1 
((n + 1)!)2 
(n+ l)!-c,b,<x<(n+ l)!, 
where c, = n2 + 2n and b, = (log c,)’ for 6 > 0. 
Define for i E N 
I 03 xbl 
1 
\- (n !)” 
n,! <xd(n,+ l)! -c,,a,, 
(ni+l)!-c,,a,<xQ(n;+l)! 
for all other x, 
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where c,,~ = n: + 2n, with ni = 2’ and a, = (log c,,)v for some q 2 2. Note 
thatf, geld andf, geL’(R+) whereas J;” yf(y)dy=J;” yg(y)dy= co. 
For ease of notation, we shall denote b(x) =$ k(x) for 
lim supX _ m h(x)/k(x) < 1 and b(x) 3 k(x) for lim inf, _ m h(x)/k(x) 2 1. 
LEMMA 5. Let {d,,} be an unbounded increasing sequence in R + and 
t, = (log d,)B for j? > 0. Zf 
k, := max{k; (k + l)! 6 d,t,}, 
then 
log d,Jog log d,, < k, < 2 log d,,/log log d,, (n -+ co). 
Proof: Equation (9.5) of Feller [7, p. 52 J gives 
log(k+l)!-(k+l)log(k+l)-(k+l) (k -+ co). 
So if k + 1 = log d,/log log d,, then 
lo&k + 1) ! w  log d, - (log d,/log log d,) $ log d,, t, (n -+ co). 
Whereas, if k + 1 = 2 log d,,/log log d,,, then 
lo&k+ l)! - 2{log d,, - (log d,Jog log d,)} + log d, t, (n-+a). I 
LEMMA 6. g~9ldforaN6~3andg~Ydforall6~3. 
ProoJ: First assume 6 > 3. Set for 0 < y <x/2 
U(x, y) := dx - Y) - k?(x) 
g(x) 
and 
4x1 := j,x'2 Ux, Y) g(v) d.. 
Now since 
U((n+ l)!, y)= 
b,’ Y, O<y<c,b, 
C IIT c,b,<y<i(n+l)! 
and 
WC Y) 
(n+l)!-c,b,<xd2(n+l)!, O<y<b(n+l)! 
(n+l)!<x<2(n+l)!,i(n+l)!<y<x/2 
2(n+l)!<x<(n+2)!-c,+,b,+,,O<yx/2 
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holds, for (n + 1) ! - c,b, < x 6 2(n + 1) ! we obtain 
1 
A(x) d s (1'2)ifl+').U((n+l)!,Y)g(Y)dr+c~j(~~)(~+,,lg(Y)dY 1 
<b,’ 
1 rb’ yg(y) dv + cn s,, g(y) dy. 
We have to estimate both integrals. For this reason we set 
k, := max{k; (k + l)! d c,b,}. 
Then 
jlcnb' yg(y) dy < j’*““‘! yg(y) dy 
I 
k,+ 1 
+c 
1 
s 
(j+ I)! 
.j=l ((j+ I)!)* 
l+(j+w-Y 
(.~+l)!-~,b! bl 
Y dy 
=: z+ II. 
I=;k;~1&((j+l)!-cjbj)2-(j!)2) 
/=I . 
1 knfl 1 
Gi jC, cjGZ(kn+1)2(kn+3). 
For estimating II we need 
p+y-q (2(j+ l)! c,b,-c;bf) 
<2((j+ 1)!J2 cj-(j+ I)! cjb,(cj-2)<2((j+ 1)!)2 ci 
This implies 
zz<;k”f l 
,=I ((j+ 1)!12 
(l+!y) (((j+ l)!)‘-((j+l)!-c,b,)‘) 
=k:$l’ ,,(j+11)!)2 (l+ y) (2(j+ l)! cjbj-cfbf) 
k,+ 1 
< 1 Cj<(k,+l)‘(k,+3). 
/==I 
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For the second integral we obtain 
s 03 cnbn g(Y)dYd if i 
j=k,+ 1 (j!) 
((j+ l)! -j!) 
Using c,b, d (k, + 2) !, this implies 
~(x)<b,‘{;(k,+1)2(k,+3)+e(k,+l)(k,+2)}. 
Since b, = (log c,)’ for some 6 > 3, Lemma 5 gives 
z<* (1% cJ3 
(1% CY (1% 1% d3 (n -+ co). n 
This implies that lim, _ m A(x) = 0 and by Lemma 3 we have g E 9%. Now 
for 6 < 3 consider x = (n + 1) !, then 
1 
26,’ 2 -j 
(j+l)!-c,b, 
jE1 (j!)’ j! Y 4 
>ib,;'{ 9 (j'+zj)-2 5 (j+Jf!,941. 
j=l j=l 
Since 
c .= 5 (j+ l)cjbj 
j=l 
j !  <O” 
we obtain 
Lemma 5 gives for 6 < 3 
k;l 
b+ 
(log C”13 
(log cJS hit loi3 CA3 
(n -+ co). 
n 
This implies that lim, _ oo A((n+ l)!)= co and by Lemma 3, g#%. I 
LEMMA 7. fe 92d for all q > 2. 
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Proof: Define for 0 6 y < x/2 
Jqx y) .=f(x - Y) -f(x) 
3 . f(x) 
and 
B(x) := ?^n’_, ux, V)f(Y) dY. 
By Lemma 3 we have to show that lim. j 3c B(x) = 0. 
Now for most of the time 
f(x-VI x 2<4 -=- , 
f(x) ( > 
vy E [O, cc ). 
X-Y 
But for n,! < x d 2(n, + l)!, f(x - y)/f(x) looks different. First note that for 
(nf+ l)!-Cc,U,~<X~(ni+2)!-C,,+,a,,+, 
Vh+ I)!, y)< 1 
ani ’ Y, 0 < y d c,,a,, 
C a,' c,,a,<y<;(ni+ l)!. 
To estimate V(x, y) in the interval n, ! < x < 2(n, + 1) ! the interval is cut up 
into five parts. 
(1) n,! <x 6 2n,!. Then 
f(x- Y) 
,-++(fi)2&4 VYE[O,CO). 
(2) 2ni! <x<(n,+ l)! -~,,a,. Then 
f(x-y)=f(x) and I/(x, y)=O VyE [IO, co). 
(3) (ni+ l)!-~,,~a,,<xd(n~+ l)!. Then 
w, Y)Q V(n,+ l)!, Y) VY 6 co, a). 
(4) (t~,+l)!<~d(n~+l)!+c,,a~,. If O~.ydc,,a,,, then for i suf- 
ficiently large 
f(x- Y) 
f(X/B(~)2(l+~)B(L+&)(l+~) 
and hence 
V(x, y)<(l +E);+E. 
n, 
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(5) (~i+1)!+c~,a,,~xd2(n,+1)!. IfO<y<cc,a, then 
f(x--Jk x 2<4 
f(x) ( > x-y . 
If ~,,,a,~ < y < x/2, then the cases (4) and (5) can be dealt with at the same 
time and we obtain 
f-< x 2<4(n.+1)2 
( > f(x) ?zi! z 
and 
Note that for all sequences x -+ cc restricted on intervals where 
f(x - y )/f (x) < 4 by dominated convergence 
lim 
I 
x’2f (x - Y) 
x-cc 1 ~f(YwY=Jlmf.(y)dl’<oo; 
hence lim, ~ m B(x) = 0. 
Now for all other x-intervals, we next estimate B(x) using the above 
estimations for I/(x, y). 
For cases (1) and (2) dominated convergence leads to lim, _ a, B(x) = 0. 
For case (3) we have that 
B(x) ,< j;* V(n + 1) L Y) f(Y) dY 
Set k(i) :=max{k; (n,+l)!<c,,a,}, then 
I 
,W" yf(y) dy ~ j""% 1 dy +*y l 4 j(T+ l)! y dy 
1 Y j=l Cnj!) PI,! 
= log c,a,, + I. 
With ni= 2’ for all je RJ we get 
1 k(i) + 1 
I=? ,I cn,=t (4k(i)+l -1)+2(2k(‘)f’- 1) 
J=l 
< 3((2k’i’)2 + 2. zkci)) 
= 3(n& + 2nk(i)) d 3(kZ, + 2k,,,), 
where k,,=max{k; (k+ l)!<c,,,un,}. 
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For the second integral we obtain 
This implies 
1 
<c,a,+ (k,,,: l)! d 
1 + e(k,, + 2) 
C,$U,, . 
B(x) < a,‘{log C&U, + 3(kiz + 2k,) + 1 + e(k,,, + 2) 
Now by Lemma 5 
where the right-hand side tends to 0 as i + CC for all q b 2. 
For case (4) we have for i sufficiently large 
c +I 
logc,,a,,+3(ki,+2k,,)+4(1+e(k,,+2))-1-- + E. 
C n, 
As in the latter case the right-hand side tends to 0 as i -+ co. 
For case (5) we obtain 
c +1 
<4a;‘(l +e(k,,!+2)JL, 
C Hz 
where by Lemma 5 the extreme right-hand side tends to 0 as i -+ co. 
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The integrand of I is uniformly bounded and hence by dominated 
convergence Z tends to j;” f(y) &. 
Together with Lemma 3 this implies that for all sequences x -+ co, 
B(x)+O. 1 
LEMMA 8. Let f and g be as above with some 2 < q < 3 and 6 >, 3. Then 
f@g$%J. 
Proof Take x= (n,+ l)!, ie N, then for this x f(x) = g(x) holds. Then 
1 xl2 =- 2 s W, Y) g(y) 4 1 
1 
s 
Cn,G, 
a-- 
2a,,; 1 
x(y) 4 
j2+2j-2- j+’ c.b. 
j! JJ 
a-&-(; {j”+2j}-2 f ‘ycjbj). 
n, j=l j= 1 
Since 
“j+l 
c:= 1 - 
j=l j! 
cjbJ < w  
we obtain 
‘(tni+ I)!) 2 fan;’ { bkn8(k,, + 1)(2k,, + 1) + k,(k, + 1) - 2~). 
But by Lemma 5, lim,, m kz<ja,, = 00. Since f and g are decreasing the 
assertion follows by Lemma 4. 1 
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THEOREM 2. None of the classes Y(y), 720, is closed with respect to 
convolution. 
Prooj For y = 0 it follows by Leslie’s example [ 11-J. For y > 0 it follows 
by Lemma 8 and Theorem 1. 1 
Note that f and g are decreasing functions and can be considered as 
distribution tails. We define for instance 
G(x) = 1 
1, x<l 
g(x), xg 1. 
Then G is up to a norming constant the density of its integrated tail 
distribution. Kliippelberg [S] denoted this class of distributions such that 
their tails are subexponential densities by Y*. 
Remark. Suppose GE 9 such that p(G) < co. Then G need not be 
in Y*. 
Proof Take G as above, then for (n + l)! - c,h,, < x < 2(n + l)! we 
obtain 
A*(x)=j*” U(x, y)dG(y) 
I 
db,’ j’““” y WY) + c, jcIbn WY). 
1 
We estimate both integrals: 
I 
(‘n b, 
Y dW) 6 ~((3 < 00 
1 
and 
Using c,b, < (k, + 2) ! this implies for all 6 > 0 
(n+co). 
92 
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Hence, G E Y for all 6 > 0 by Lemma 2 of Leslie [ 111 but for 6 < 3, G # Y* 
by Lemma 6. 1 
Another example of a different kind which also proves this remark can 
be found in Villasenor [12]. 
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